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The obligation of awareness from the Kohen or Gadol
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Speak to the kohanim, the sons of Aaron, and say to them:
Let none [of you] defile himself for a dead person among his
people: (21: 1) Rashi: Ÿx§n© `¨ e§ xŸn`¡ “Speak to the Kohanim …
and say to them,” “Say…and you shall say.” This double
expression comes to admonish the adult Kohanim to be
responsible for the minors that they must not contaminate
them miphwd lr milecb xidfdl/ (Mizrachi). This Rashi is
commonly translated as "to warn the adults to be responsible
for the behavior of the minors." Rebbe Reb Elimelech of
Lizhensk says that the meaning can also be as follows: To
warn the great people, "milecb" to be very careful to avoid
every sin, even the seemingly insignificant ones, "miphwd."
People tend to look and learn from our Gedolim and the
omen on them is to behave and avoid even the most minor
sins. When a Gadol is lax and lenient in his doing Mitzvohs,
the will cause the simple person to really fall and relax off in
his doing Mitzvohs. (Based on the Noam Elimelech) The same
idea we find in the sefer Yismach Yisrael from the Rebbe of
Alexander on the Posuk m®¤diwŸl¡
« ` m−¥W El½ N§ g© i§ `´Ÿle§ ... ÆEid«§ i¦ mi³¦Wcw§ They
shall be holy to their G-d and not desecrate the Name of their
G-d.(21:6): - If the Kohanim are to be holy to Hashem, isn't it
self-evident that they dare not desecrate His name? This teaches
that the Kohanim have to uphold a higher standard of "Chilul
Hashem." Behavior which could be proper for an average
person could easily constitute a "Chilul Hashem" for a Kohen.
With the Chidush of the Noam Elimelech, we could combine
the same lesson from both of these verses. There is the moral
obligation of the Kohen or the Gadol to act with extreme
caution as not to cause a "Chilul Hashem." Besides the fact that
the simple person will also become lax as said before.
Why does the Torah bring the Shabbos within the Yomim Tovim
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Speak to the children of Israel and say to them: The Lord's
appointed holy days that you shall designate as holy
occasions. These are My appointed holy days: Six days,
work may be performed, but on the seventh day, it is a
complete rest day, a holy occasion; you shall not perform
any work. It is a Sabbath to the Lord in all your dwelling
places.These are the Lord's appointed holy days, holy
occasions, which you shall designate in their appointed time.
(23: 2-4): Rashi asks a powerful question Six days…: Why
does the Sabbath designated by Hashem, appear here amidst
the festivals which are designated by the Sanhedrin and are
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only a opaxc / Drabanan? To teach you that whoever
desecrates the festivals is considered to have transgressed as
severely as if he had desecrated the Sabbath, and that
whoever who fulfills the festivals is considered as if he has
fulfilled the Sabbath, and his reward is as great. (Be’er
Basadeh; Torath Kohanim 23:144) The Gaon Rabbi Yaakov
Kamenetsky z’’atzal (1891-1986) Rosh Yeshivas Torah
Vadaas and Beth Midrash Elyon Monsey NY states: It
appears to me that all nations and ethnicity have their
different festivals and appointed times. Given that this is the
case, in order to prevent us from erring and thinking that our
festivals are no different in kind or degree from those of the
other nations of the world, the Torah begins with the notion
that without the Shabbat there would be no importance
whatsoever to the Mo’adim. The reason for this is eminently
clear – for without the declaration of the holiness of Shabbos
by Hashem, no holiness would inhere in the Mo’adim (Sefer
Emes L’Yaakov, Parashat Emor 23:2) The Holy Zohar states
that all the blessings of the Six days stem from the previous
Shabbos. Hence when a Yom Tov falls out in the middle of
the week, the holiness / Kedusha of the Yom Tov really
began on Shabbos. Therefore it must be that in every Yom
Tov, there is a great part in it that is Kedushas Shabbos,
which is designated by Hashem. This is the reason the Torah
integrated the Shabbos together with the Moadim. That is
what Rashi implements: the reward of Yom Tov as great as
reward of Shabbos. (Yehuda Z. Klitnick)
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“He who does even one Mitzvah acquires for himself one
advocate, and he who commits even one Aveira, acquires for
himself a single accuser.” There is a difficulty with the
grammer: as the opposite of the word xaerd should be miiwnd
and not dyerd. Another point poses a question that when a

person does a Mitzvah he also the merits the thought to do a
Mitzvah and Hashem gives him merit for this too. Then for
doing the Mitzvah, a person should really acquire 2 advocates.
The Sefer Beshem Betzalael answers: That our Mishna is really
referring to the case of a person who intended to do a Mitzvah
and something came up and he wasn’t able to do the Mitzvah.
In this case the we see distinctly in the Gemarrah Brachot 6:a
that Hashem considers it as he had done the Mitzvah. Therefore
Hashem will give him merit. Therefore our Mishna uses the
phrase dyerd which means he thought and intended to do the
Mitzvah, which in this case he acquires only one advocate.
However in the case where he is a miiwn, and he has the thought
and the actual doing of the Mitzvah, in this case he will acquire
2 advocates. (ihhyabhcur vsuvh wr oherpk arus rpx )
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Story of the week (By Yehuda Z. Klitnick)
******The Five Angelic Rabbonim and their Mission Succeeds******
The Year was 1810 and the Reform movement was formed.
There was great friction between the Reform and the
Orthodox as both sects davened in the same Shul and
basically shared the same community. The holy Chasam
Sofer - Reb Moshe Sofer z’’tzal - was the strongest of the
opposers to the reform movement and he decided that
because of the changes brought about by the Reform
movement, Orthodox Jews should create separate
communities for themselves in Hungary. [Rav Shamshon
Refoel Hirsch z’’tzal was the staunch opposer to them in
Germany.]
However, first it was necessary to receive the royal approval
for this. Therefore, the Rabbonim decided upon and chose of
five of the most famous Rabbonim and Tzaddikim of
Hungary to send them as a a delegation to the Kaiser Franz
Josef. Among the delegation were Rav Yehudah Assad, the
famous author of Yehudah Ya’aleh and Chidushei Maharia
on the Torah, Rav Akiva Yoseph Shlezinger the Lev Haivri
and many more seforim, and his father-in-law, Rav Hillel of
Kolomyia author of Eis Laasos and Maskil El Dal. Rav
Akiva Yoseph, in his sefer Bris Olam, relates that the night
before their meeting with the Kaiser, he was lodging with his
father-in-law Teb Hillel. In the middle of the night he was
awakened by Rav Hillel, who asked him, “Are you asleep?”
Rav Akiva Yoseph replied that he was awake. “Do you see
anything?” asked Rav Hillel of his son-in-law. “No,” came
the answer. After a while Rav Hillel asked again, “Do you
see anything?” Again, Rav Akiva Yoseph replied, “No, I
don’t see anything.” After that, Rav Hillel woke him once
again with the same question, and once again Rav Akiva
Yoseph gave the same reply.
Rav Hillel politely explained, “I just saw my Rebbe the
Chasam Sofer in a dream and he told me, “You have
davened well. Go to the Kaiser, and your mission will be
successful.” I told the Chasam Sofer that the guards would
never allow us an audience with the king! The Rebbe
answered Hashem will have you seen as angels and the
guards will not notice you!
The next morning the entire delegation went to the Kaiser’s
palace. They found all the gates open, with no guard or
anyone else to stop them or ask them questions; so they
walked right in to the palace grounds. The Kaiser was taking
his morning stroll, was not notified of the sudden guests, was
only wearing a simple house robe. When the Kaiser saw

them, he exclaimed, “Five angels!”
The members of the delegation had removed their hats, as is
customary when standing before a king. Rav Yehuda Assad
approached the king and said, “If His Majesty will allow it, I
would like to put on my hat so that I can recite the blessing
we say when we see a king.” The Kaiser graciously
answered, “Of course, but please wait a minute. I too would
like to cover my head. ” Then the Kaiser then went into the
palace and put on his crown, and afterwards Rav Assad and
the others recited the Bracha as is the Halacha in Shulchan
Aruch Orach Chaim 224:8: i,ba ok«ugv Qkn Ubhv«kt wv v,t QUrc
osu rack «us«ucfn “Blessed are You, L-rd our G-d, Who has
imparted of His honor to flesh and blood.” Afterwards the
Kaiser asked them what was the purpose of their visit.
The Rabbonim had originally chosen one of the Rabbanim, a
talmid of the Chasam Sofer, since he was a eloquent orator
and fluent in the language that he would present their
request; but now he found himself unable to open his mouth.
The Kaiser realized that the young man was overcome with
awe before him and therefore could not speak. He said,
“Instead of speaking, just put your request in writing, and
whatever you wish, I will grant.” They immediately wrote
their request, that the Kaiser give them the necessary
recognition so that they could function as a separate
community with due legal authority. The Kaiser took their
request and, without even reading its contents, folded it. This
was the royal sign that the request had been granted.
Afterwards, the Kaiser was about to take leave of his five
guests, but first he asked for a blessing from Rav Yehuda
Assad, who appeared to him as handsome as an angel. Rav
Assad blessed him with a long life and a long and successful
reign. It is known that the blessing was fulfilled, for the
Kaiser was still king at the age of eighty-four. When they
left the Kaiser, they met the palace director, who was
astonished to discover that five strangers had entered the
palace without any hindrance. He asked them, “How did you
enter without permission?” They answered, “No, we are not
entering. We are leaving.” Upon hearing this he was so
astonished that he simply walked away.
This miracle was performed from the Holy Chasam Sofer in
order to allow the separation of the communities and the
continuation of the Orthodox Jews in Hungary and
eventually throughout the world.
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